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Abstract. and counting the total number of bacterial colonies on agar plates can offer essential indicator for microorganism survival rates. However, manual counting is
time-consuming while for computer-aided colony counting, the adhesive colonies usually
make the colonies counting challenging. To improve the accuracy and efficiency, we propose a fully automatic counting method. Firstly, a color identification process is used
for distinguishing the colonies with different color. Secondly, according to the curvature
characteristic along the colony boundary, a segments extraction strategy is used for finding the proper split points. Thirdly, piecewise fitting algorithm ranks candidate circles by
confidence, and removes the redundant candidate circles to separate touching colonies.
Once the circles are determined, all the colonies are marked by corresponding circles.
Our method demonstrates a new way of using circle fitting for accurately separating the
touching colonies. The experimental results demonstrated that our method is better than
two other most cited methods in accuracy and consuming time.
Keywords: Colonies counting, Petri dish, Clustering, Circle fitting, Colony segmentation

1. Introduction. In microbiological research, the accurate quantification of colony forming units formed on semisolid medium in a Petri dish is a crucial indicator for antibiotic
screening [2], toxicology testing [1], genotoxicity measuring [3] and bacterial phase identification [4, 17]. The manual counting of colonies is a laborious process [5] and often
prone to human errors due to phenotypic difference in genetically similar microorganisms
and presence of background microflora [6, 7]. Moreover, there are uncertainty and large
amounts of variations in manual colony counting [8].
Automatic colony counting is challenging and remains an open problem due to the
complex appearances, variably intensity, low signal-to-noise ratio and touching colonies
in colony images. Specifically, though a colony can be seem as a small circular region because of the surface tension of bacterial membranes, colonies within a Petri dish generally
overlap with each other, which makes the appearance of colonies differently and the identification of individual colony difficultly by computer. Furthermore, the problems such
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as uneven illumination, specular reflection introduced by poor light conditions and noises
in the image make the colony counting more challenging. In additional, different kinds
of colonies may exist and touch with each other, and the overlapping region may make
partial information of colonies lost for detection. In this paper, we aim to automatically
identify individual colonies from the Petri dish image and acquire the counting results
with high accuracy.
2. Related Work. There are some counting systems developed to efficiently detect
colonies and prevent inconsistencies of images. For example, the NICE [26], OpenCFU
[27], Colony counter (CC) [28], Clono-Counter [29] and plugins of ImageJ [10]. However
most of them either are not accurate enough or need human intervention to some extent. Due to inappropriateness for different imaging system or limitation in performance
among many others, automatic colony detecting systems have not been widely accepted as
a routine tool in microbiology. The previously developed automatic colonies segmentation
method uses special culture medium containing fluorogenic substrates or a spectrograph
[6] for acquiring reflectance image to enhance the image quality for segmentation. This
method depending on the design of imaging is useful for detecting colonies, but the imaging system is costly and the imaging parameters needs adjusting for several time to get
the proper value according to different bacteria.
Segmenting colonies from background and acquiring the correct individual colony is
the difficulties of detecting colonies, which is critical for the results in accuracy. Methods
based on gradient [9] such as watershed [20] are efficient for separating overlapping objects
and can acquire the center of colonies, but if intensity variation of the touching colonies is
not strong, the watershed based methods usually have the problem of over-segmentation
or under-segmentation. Chiang et al. [16] incorporate distance transform into watershed
to determine the colony with help of the skeleton obtained in distance mapping space.
However, if there exists big proportion adhesion and severe overlap in a colony block which
is formed by a single colony or several colonies as a visible cluster in Petri dish, the skeleton
of part with relatively small size is obscure and difficult to acquire the extremum. Apart
from the gradient information for segmentation, Bai et al. [17] analyze the concavity of
the contour of the touching colonies to separate the touching colonies. But the contour
has some false regions due to possible noise, which will affect the extraction of concavity.
Some model based methods such as adaptive active physical deformable model [18] and
graph-cut-based methods [19] also are proposed to solve the colony segmentation, but
their result largely depend on the use of appropriate weighting parameters. Machine
learning based methods such as support vector machine [24] and neural network [25] are
also used in accurately detecting cells or colonies in connected domain. However due to
the strong randomness in overlapping level and touching way of objects, the training is
complex and time-consuming. Moreover, because the most common type [5] of bacterial
colonise is quasi-circular, some ellipse based methods are proposed [17, 21, 22] to find every
possible single colony in the touching colonies and achieve the purpose of dividing touching
colonies. These methods are effective but offer incomplete segmentation because they pay
more attention to the single pixel for fitting and neglect that colonies are continuous
regions.
Aiming for accurate and robust segmentation for chromatic and achromatic colonies,
we separate the touching colonies based on curve characteristics of colony boundary.
The main contribution of our proposed method are as follows. Firstly, a principal color
analysis is incorporated into preprocessing to better distinguish chromatic colonies, and
some refinements including smoothing reduce the disturbance and make the method more
robust. Secondly, a segment extraction strategy based on the curve characteristic finds the
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correct split points for dividing the extracted boundary into segments, and the strategy
that only the convex segments are used as the candidate can largely reduce the complexity
of subsequent fitting. Thirdly, according to piecewise contour information offered by
segments , the fitting algorithm with confidence ranking is used and adaptively classifies
the candidate circles into some categories, then each category represents an individual
colonies. Our method demonstrates a new way of using circle fitting based on the segments
extraction strategy for efficiently separating the touching colonies and get the counting
results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 3 presents details of the proposed method. Section 4 gives some experimental results including the evaluation and
comparison. Section 5 concludes the paper.
3. The Proposed Method. The proposed method takes Petri dish image as input and
gives the colony counting result as output, it contains three major steps. The first step
(see Section 3.1) focuses on problems such as Region of Interest (ROI) extraction, color
classification and their boundary extraction, etc. In the second step (see Section 3.2), the
extracted boundary of each colony block is divided into several boundary curves referred
to as segments. The third step (see Section 3.3) fits circles to segments and clusters them,
and the counting problem would be solved as long as the number of fitting circles are
determined.
3.1. Colony boundary extraction. Because the original images contains two parts :
a Petri dish region and a big dark region around the dish. Locating the Petri dish region
as our ROI can greatly reduce complexity and exclude disturbances from background. In
order to successfully locate the Petri dish, Hough transform [11] is applied for our ROI
extraction due to its quasi-circular shape. As demonstrated in Fig. 1, the red circle is
a automatical detection result with the Hough transform of original image in Fig. 1(a),
and the region inside of the circle is our ROI, while region outside is changed into black
by masking operation.
Due to uneven illumination, there may exists light spots on the bulged surface of the
colony, which may results in fault boundaries points if the light spot locates in the neighbouring region close to the boundary, and we use the method proposed by Yang et al. [12]
to remove the disturbance of highlight. Fig. 2(a) describes the highlight removal result
of the yellow rectangular region of Fig. 1(b).
In Fig. 1(a), there are some touching colonies formed by red chromatic colonies and
yellow achromatic colonies, the touching colonies can be preliminarily separated according
to color information. In order to automatically classify the colonies with different color,
the analysis of histograms in HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value) color space [14] is used for
the classification. The HSV color space has been proved to be better and more intuitive
than other color models such as RGB, and it also can be transformed from the RGB by
method such as the one proposed by Chen et al. [15]. We adopt a method similar to the
one presented by Chen et al. [13]. In their method the three-dimensional parameters (i.e.,
H, S and V ) are considered, but our method only analyze the hue channel of pixels, and
the pixels with either a lower saturation or a lower value are neglected in advance. That
is because pixels with lower saturation is supposed to close to gray, which is meaningless
for color-based segmentation. Let BS and BV denote the upper bound of saturation and
value respectively, pixels with S < BS /8 or V < BV /8 are treated as background in our
method. The principle color in images can be distinguished according to several different
peak values of distributions histograms in hue channel, regions in specific color can be
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(b)

Figure 1. The ROI extraction. (a) The original image; (b) The ROI
region marked by red circle.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. The boundary extraction. (a) The image with highlight removal; (b) The chromatic colony region after color classification; (c) The
common colony region after color classification; (d) Final boundaries of all
colonies.
identified. The two types of the colony are separated into two parts as described in Fig.
2(b) and Fig. 2(c).
The boundaries of colony regions with different colors are extracted respectively, in our
paper canny edge detection [30] is adopted to detect the boundary. There often exists
serrate boundary resulting from the low resolution, and the serrate boundary will results
in some fake inflection points and effect the subsequent fitting accuracy, morphological
opening and closing operation is used to filter noisy part and smooth the boundary. The
final boundary result as shown in Fig. 2(d), the yellow colony block are marked by red
line, and the red colony block are marked by yellow line after classification. If the block
boundary contains only an individual colony, a circle fitting process as proposed in Section
3.3 can be used to locate the colony. But more generally, there also exists the block which
consists of multiple touching colones. Therefore, a separation strategy will be used before
the circle fitting, which is one of the core contributions of this work (see Section 3.2).
3.2. Boundary loop separation. The entire boundary curve are mainly made up of
three kinds of segments including the flat, concave and convex one, and the first step
is finding the split points to decompose the entire boundary into segments according to
different property of points. To analyze the property at points along the boundary, the
variation angle at boundary points denoting the change in direction of the curvature is
used. Specifically, let {Pi }(1 ≤ i ≤ N ) denote the points forming a block boundary(N is
the number of boundary points), and L(Pi ) represents the line segment vector at each Pi ,
and the line starts from Pi to Pi + 1. Then the variation angle between all the pairs of
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. An example of the segments extraction based on the variation
angle. (a) The histogram of the variation angle along the contour of Fig.5(b)
from the start point; (b) The corresponding segments result.
consecutive line segments are denoted as A(Pi ), where A(Pi ) ∈ [−π, π]) is the clockwise
angle from L(Pi + 1) to L(Pi ). It can be obtained according to Eq. 1.

L(P1 ) − L(Pi ),
i=N
(1)
A(Pi ) =
L(Pi+1 ) − L(Pi ),
otherwise
The value of A(Pi ) is an indicator of the change in the curvature of the block contour.
If any A(Pi ) is close to zero, which implies its change curvature is small or flat; if the
absolute value of A(Pi ) is large, then the curvature at the point Pi is considered to be
sharp. But only the variation angle is not enough to find split points. For example, in Fig.
3(b), there is a block containing two individual colonies. From a start point, we traverse
all pixels of boundary curve in counterclockwise direction. According to the histogram
of the variation angle of all pixels in Fig. 3(a), if the variation angle of some pixels with
consecutive serial number are larger than zero or smaller than zero, then the segment
which consists of those pixels should cover the same colony, for example in Fig. 3(b), all
pixels along the segment S1 belongs to the same colony, while the segment S1 and the
segment S2 belong to different colonies respectively. Therefore the zero crossing point is
the pixel cover the connecting point between two neighboring colonies. Furthermore for
the case that there exists no obvious concave curve due to severe overlapping colonies, the
value of pixels in the same colony should float around the mean variation angle, then the
pixels much less than the mean value is the turn point. Therefore, the possible split point
Ps should satisfy the following rules: (1) |A(Ps−2 ) + A(Ps+2 )| < |A(Ps−2 )| + |A(Ps+2 )| and
A(Ps ) = 0 or (2) |A(Ps )| < 2π/N .
According to the split point {Psj }(1 ≤ j ≤ M1 ) (M1 denotes the total number of split
points), the entire boundary contour is divided into several segments {Sj } from a start
point as shown in Fig. 3. While in our extracting segment strategy only the convex
segments are used as the final segments for the subsequent fitting. In order to pick
the convex segments from the original segments set, the criterion we use for detecting the
convex property of segment Sj is that the connecting line Psj Psj+1 pass through the inside
of colony. Then the final segments {Sj }(1 ≤ j ≤ M2 ) (M2 denotes the total number of
convex segments) can be obtained accordingly. As shown in Fig. 4, the convex segments
marked by bold line are used for fitting and the others marked by thin line are removed.
The strategy that removing the concave or flat segments greatly improves the efficiency
of subsequent fitting.
3.3. Circle fitting and counting. Every image has multiple regions of touching colonies,
and every boundary of the touching colonies may have multiple segments. The main aim
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Figure 4. The candidate convex segments for fitting
for circle fitting processing is to separate the touching colonies into individual circles which
denote individual colonies. Because in our extracting segment strategy only the convex
segments are used for the circle fitting, which largely reduces the numbers of original fitting circle and reduce the probability of the case that the circle doesn’t cover the colony
due to the disturbance from concave segments. Firstly, as a effective method for fitting,
the least square method is used in our paper to fit each segment the boundary to a circle.
Secondly, the circles are further processed by our ranking rules which is incorporated into
prior knowledge of the colony images, and some circles can be combined if they belong to
the same colony and some circles can be kept if they belong to different colonies. Moreover we select pixels over the segment at a given distance interval for fitting to reduce the
complexity of fitting. Among all the step for fitting above, the strategy of circle selection
and combination is our focus, the details are given below.
After circle fitting, each segment has a fitting circle. To remove the redundant candidate
circles. We rank the all candidate circles according to their confidence as described in Eq.2,
where Conf idence denotes the proportion of overlapping region between circle region
and original image to the circle area. The candidate circles with lower confidence are
removed, and the selected circles are of high confidence and fit the contour segments well.
The remaining circles are unsupervised clustered and automatically classified into several
categories according to similarity in shape, and the measurement of similarity between the
circle and the existing categories is computed as Eq.3. If the circle is similar to more than
one category, then it is combined into the category with the highest similarity; if there is
no similar category or no category, then according to overlapping region between the circle
and original image, a new category is created. The clustering will not stop until all the
candidate circles are compared. Once all categories, which represent individual colonies in
the original image, are determined, the counting result including the total colony amount
and the center or the radium of each colony is also obtained. The candidate result of the
fitting and the final fitting result can be described in the Fig. 5
Conf idence =
Similarity(a, b) = min{

T
Area(Circle OriginalImage)
Area(Circle)

T
T
Area(Circlea Categoryb ) Area(Circlea Categoryb )
,
Area(Circlea )
Area(Categoryb )

(2)
}

(3)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. The colony detection result with ranking confidence. (a) The
candidate circles after fitting; (b) The detected circles after combing the
candidate circles
4. Experiments and Results. In this study, Escherichia coli is selected for our experiments, the bacterial colonies is cultured in circular agar plate. The image captured by
the CCD has 17 million effective pixels (5184(H) * 3456(V)) as shown in Fig. 1(a). In
Fig. 1(a), there are two kinds of colonies with different color, and the red colonies results
from effective gene splicing of red protein, while yellow ones does not successfully spliced
by colored protein. These colonies in one plate are required to be detected and counted
respectively according to different color. Our method is applied on 28 images and the
range of the number of colonies was from 127 to 429. All the experiments are carried out
on a computer with Intel Core CPU(2.2GHz), 8GB memory, programmed with C++ and
OpenCV.
4.1. Comparison results in detecting colonies. To evaluate and demonstrate the
performance of our method, two other algorithms are used for comparison in this paper.
The system OpenCFU [28] as a effective open-source system for colony counting recently
use a watershed transform based method [16] (WT) for dividing the touching colonies.
Reference [28] proposed a ellipse fitting based method (EF) for splitting the touching
one. We choose these two method for comparison, because they are two classic and latest
method especially designed for splitting touching colonies, and OpenCFU has been used
in commercial application. WT, EF and our method are applied on 28 images with 6256
colonies in total, and there are 339 touching colonies in the image set. Five measurements
are used for the performance of these methods. They are the proportion of correctly
separated colonies in total touching colonies (PCS), the precision for all the colonies
detection (Precision)[16] , recall all the colonies detection (Recall)[16], F-measure for all
the colonies detection (F-M)[16], and the consuming time of detection for all the images
(Time). In comparison, the manual counting result, which are manually generated by
experienced experts, is taken as the standard.
There are three original images with typical touching colonies for comparison of detection results as shown in Fig. 6. The first row, the second row and the third row of Fig.
6 are the high overlapping touching colonies, the chromatic touching colonies and the
multiple touching colonies respectively. In detecting chromatic colonies, The EF based
method and our method are better than the WT based method, which only use the global
threshold for color classification obtained by user interactive. Because EF based method
and WT based method are sensitive to fluctuations, and neither of them detect the right
number of individual colony when the colonies are heavily touching (see Fig. 6(c)). In the
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(c)
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(d)

Figure 6. The detection results with three methods. (a) The original
image; (b) The result using WT based method marked by rectangle; (c)
The result using EF based method marked by colored ellipse region; (d)
The result of our method marked by circle.
Table 1. The statical results of the image set
Our method
WT
EF

Precision (%)
98.97
93.29
98.38

Recall (%)
96.29
90.24
94.21

F-M (%)
97.43
92.57
95.16

PCS (%)
96.68
81.98
95.99

Time (ms)
6319
8862
10357

multiple touching colonies images, the redundant results of EF based method results from
the fitting only according to local distance between the segment and candidate ellipse,
and our method incorporate both the local characterises of segments and integrated shape
information of a colony into fitting. These comparison results show that our method is
more efficient for separating the touching colonies with different overlapping levels.
4.2. Statistical results in performance. The final statical results are shown in Table
1. Our method is better than the other two methods in Precision, Recall and F-M values.
With regard to the accuracy in separating touching cell, The value of PCS for EF and our
method are very close. However the ellipse fitting in EF need computer fitting similarity
with the algebraic distance between the contour points and ellipse pixel by pixel, therefore
the complexity of EF is higher, accordingly the consuming time of EF is highest among
three method. Moreover, the WT based method requires the user to manually select the
counting area or mark the color prior to the automated process, by contrast, no user
intervention is required for our method.
5. Conclusion and Future work. This study proposes a fully automated colony segmentation method. The proposed method can adaptively locate the ROI and distinguish
the chromatic color with shape priori knowledge of Petri dish and principal color analysis.
Combined with the confidence ranking, our method use a circle fitting based on extracting
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convex segments for effectively separating the touching colonies and largely reduce the
complexity of automatical counting. Because the proposed method detects the colony
with circle fitting, it can be also used for the detection of other quasi-circular objects. In
the future, efforts will be made to provide a more robust method with the capability to
count and analyze various strains of colonies in relevant media which vary in color and
opacity. Moreover, the detecting the colonies in the rim of Petri dish may missing or error
in counting results due to the rim turn and darker light, which makes a little influence
for contour extraction of colony in the rim region of dish, a part of the future work is
to find a more effective method for improve the colony detecting of the rim region. We
will collect more colony image to expand our image set and valid the effectiveness of our
method in detecting more complex image.
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